Many people have this appreciation of Jesus, a reformer Rabbi from the levant, that basically never even existed.

However, even if we said that "Jesus" did indeed exist, he was only a jewish rebel Rabbi, that upon revolting against the established order because he thought himself the "Messiah of Jews" - he got executed.

According to peers in his time, he was just a delusional crackhead, that thought he would "Deliver Israel from all Sin" and that he would cause a major contribution to the "Torah" and the "Tanakh", but he never did, because according to the jews he was just a crackhead and a living failure. Maybe in Israel they kept a foreskin sucking competition on Israeli baby penis and he lost against the other Rabbis?

I mention this, since in the Bible the jews made up, he is explicitly called a literal Rabbi, yet some people insist on following that thing claiming they "hate" jews, which is if anything showing how weak these people are mentally. So, did "jesus" really lose the baby foreskin sucking competition? I don't know.

But also guess what is more: I don't care. The only issue is that too many people care for this and that this nonsense is actually harming our society at this point. What great and peaceful life one would have if people cared less about kikes from the Levant and their internal family struggles.

For whatever reason, this internal family feud between the foreskin suckers, has been internalized as "culture" by Europeans. Of course, it was never accepted. It's just that zealots imposed it with the blade and the blood, and copious amounts of murder.

So don't think your ancestors were as stupid as many are today - everyone rejected this foul program for aeons, some places only getting "Christian" by 1300 or 1500 in Europe, and knowing not much of this hoax before. Yes, people actually managed to live with their own cultural tradition, and ignored the expansion of the hoax of a random Rabbi. Can you imagine that?
Anyhow, for those that don't have any understanding of the historical aspects of the situation, go Google this: Apollonius. This is the Ancient Greek mystic from which all the story about Jesus and his "Miracles", came up. The only difference is, that "Jesus" didn't exist, while Apollonius truly did.

Now, I want to mention something else. What has Jesus "given" us?

A book of servile advice? A book that recommends people to kill themselves? Some nonsensical statements about how only the best slaves of jews will go to heaven? Turning wine into water or even resurrecting a dead person, according to the "Major" miracles he never did because he didn't even exist?

The resurrection of a dead person, happens every other day in your local hospital. With of course "Demonic technology" that was bestowed to humanity and was built on the foundation of physics and mathematics. Literacy, physics and mathematics, and all these things "of the devil" that pastors recommended would land someone into the hands of El Diablo if they knew.

Even if one has the low level of consciousness to think that these are major achievements, one has to understand, there are people in history that far surpass the low garbage named Jesus.

Aristotle for example, aside others, gave us mathematics, physics, biology, culture, ethics, foundation of civilization, spiritual knowledge, craftsmanship, astronomy - everything that has made humanity advance internally or externally. All of this, with most of his work burned. We could cite a thousand examples of actual and worthy human beings here, that actually existed.

Rabbi Jesus has given you just a servile jewish faith, superstition, infinite stupidity and some stolen canned statements that illiterate idiots believe were his own. "The Kingdom of God is within". Such wisdom here? Any instructions on what that is? Nothing at all: Just believe in Rabbi Jesus is the same answer everyone is given again and again.

The reality is, all these Alchemical statements, do go all the way back to Hermes Trismegistus, Thoth, Ancient Philosophers, and many other people who knew these thousands and thousands of years before "Jesus". Also, for the so called "Kingdom of God" that rests within, what is the within a Christian knows? Nothing: one is given no answer, only servile faith and superstition.

The whole book of Psalms and other books, are stolen verbatim from Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Ancient Greek sources. One just has to accept this and
move on. "Jesus" was only a fingernail of Nietzsche or of many other great philosophers, men AND women. Yes, there were many women that shrink Jesus.

Rabbis who created that hoax, knew that too, so tarnishing the reputation of these people and our Gods, were of primary importance in making this poor slapped together hoax even resemble a "religion".

It only takes for one to open their eyes and look at the facts face to face. I am way higher than the hypothetical Jesus will ever be and indeed smarter, with more miraculous powers. Oh and something else, death to the holy spirit. Wow am I going into Hell now for "Blasphemy"? Wow much fear. Much blasphemy.

In closing, we have to consider the reality of this situation. Of course, those who want to remain ignorant, will not see this case for what it is. It would be a better idea to look elsewhere.

For the person who really wants to "wake up" from the jews, following a jewish failure rebel, and all the rest of the story is pointless and a waste of time. All people on earth have had better beings to look up to. As we all know, the zealots of christianity destroyed much of the knowledge of the existence of this people in its entirety.

Reason why, was only because they had an inferiority complex and were the lowest garbage of the earth, therefore comparing to anything truly human, would make their own promoted hoax look like the worst of the bunch and gain no traction.

Deprogramming from xianity and knowing it to be a pointless hoax, is a major level of awakening of the mind, especially in an era where lies have their temporary triumph over the minds of the masses.